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About This Game

The servants of Lucifer stole the Stone of the Dead and opened the gates of the Hell!
You are to fight with Lucifer and restore the Stone of the Dead before rising of the bloody moon!

Otherwise, Lucifer will gain power over the world and the dark forces will remain forever in the world of the living.

Buy more than 40 magical items for your home.
Magic gameplay

More than 100 exciting levels.
9 locations with the search of the words

Get all the awards
Original graphic arts
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Title: Save Halloween: City of Witches
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Quick Click Games
Publisher:
Calenture Remedy Ltd
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP/Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 900Mhz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: integrated

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: Integrated

English,French,German,Dutch,Russian
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perfect, thats all i can say
. Pros:
Nice artstyle
Pleasant UI
Inexpensive
Good story, has a bit of mystery.

Cons:
Easy, at least after your first playthrough
Lacking a bit of depth to the consequences of your actions

I love the artstyle of this game and the UI is pleasant. It's a fun game although I wish you could make it more difficult. I mean,
on my first playthrough I only just beat it on the last day (and I'd just like to mention that I've only played story mode), but I'd
been a really cautious player. Overly cautious, as it turns out there isn't really that much nessecary managing to do and your
actions don't have too much of an effect on you. All consequences are immediate and small.

For example  A rogue asked me to spike a drink and offered money, I took the money but did not spike the drink. He ended up
dead and another rogue threatened me "We won't forget this". Nothing of depth ever came of that threat. It was just a loss of
population amongst a group already at 0% population in my tavern. Immediate and small.

The price completely justifies this though. I just love the potential this game had (has?).. wasnt happy with this game. physics
are broken. bikes have no power and will not turn. the first supercross game felt like you could literally attack every track and
ride very agressive all while still being smooth. this game is almost a 180 from that feeling. you have very hard time building or
keeping momentum on every course. I tried present tuning and modifying the bike in many ways to past milestone games to no
avail. MX games should feel fun and smooth, this isnt it. Ive played every MX game since the early 2000s as my previous MX
game experience goes. I will say visually this game rocks.. 17 minutes....for 17 minutes I played this game and in that span of
time I wanted to vomit. Its a dull, boring mess and for a game published by Square Enix in 2008 it just reeks of boredom.. As a
person who likes Indie games, puzzles and noir style, I can easily say that this game sucks. Even it's good style can't cover the
failure of gameplay. They simply used noir style to sell their bad game, that's it.. This is extremely lazy, and is a waste of time.
I want to believe it is a bug, the enemies disaapear on the way, I ran lonely.
And, shopping is not attractive.. I bought it for a dollar. If I wasn't a sucker for cheap games I'd want my dollar back. I don't
think that is a lesson I'll ever learn...

There just isn't anything here that another match 3 can't do better. Some of them are even free; check out the Marvel Puzzle
Quest here on Steam for a f2p option.
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Alien Swarm meets Torchlight?
Greed: Black Border is an interesting game. not the hack 'n slash you would expect, but absolutely something to check out..
Having so much fun with this! I'm totally afraid of heights but I think this might cure me.. Played this for a few minutes and it's
not really what I hoped it would be. I expected a sidescroller with lots of shooting. And oh, it's there alright. But the controls are
a ♥♥♥♥♥. And it looks a bit to simple for my taste. So I'll stick with the other sidescrolling shooters/twin-stick shooters, thank
you very much.

[Rating: 64/100]. A short and rather simple horror game.

During the game an enemy appears to chase you, but I'm not quite sure if there was a chance of being killed, apart from the first
encounter.

The multiple endings don't add much to the experience, as they're mostly just a result of opening the wrong door or dying. At
least you get to keep the inventory when restarting.

There are a couple of bugs, and the loading times are rather long, especially when loading a savefile. The mouse input is jumpy
and awkward. The experience would improve a lot if these issues were addressed.

While being quite rough and amateurish, ALONE still manages to deliver a somewhat coherent experience, and there are worse
ways to spend a hour if you're looking for a short horror game.. demon game took over computer. Wasted money ! company
forgoted this game ! bad graphic ! so laggy , bad gameplay :\/ if you want build big castles i advice to you , buy conan exiles and
enjoy from that :\/ but this game is a real s**t. Nice well rounded up game. In 35 hours I saw only one bug without consequence.
Ambient is perfect, the story is enough to keep you interested but mostly the pleasure of improving the thieves from mission to
mission and hoarding goods and converting them to gold makes the game life blood. I really appreciated it. I am not so fond of
infiltration games usually but this one was quite pleasent for my taste. Kudos to the developer!. As of now I cannot recomend
this game. I will change it when i see fit but as of now there are only 3 levels, about an hour od gameplay. When the dev's add
actual content to this great concep and visually appealing game that has so much potential, i will be 100% for it. Try the demo
however, it is really fun and thats all you really get from purchasing... It feels like a demo.. 9/10

I usually dont support indie games, but since I´ve always been interested in the developing process I decided to give it a shot.

I was not dissapointed.

The atmosphere, the sound, the creature... this game has the best of every adventure and horror game out there right now. The
fact that you can´t step into the darkness without dying a little in the inside every single time you do it is just priceless. I had to
take several breaks to release the stress that the atmosphere created, which is such an amazing thing to accomplish. I think
congratulations to the developers are in order.

I will definitely stay tunned for updates.
. Okay, I've been wanting to get a "new" breakout style game for a while, and this is the first one I bought, and I'm not
disappointed. It's silly and nonsensical, with nicely drawn and sometimes disgusting pixel art, and good physics and some
gameplay twists (bullet time is your most basic arsenal).

Get it while it's cheap.
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